Abstract. If H is a finitely generated subgroup of a free group G such that every conjugate of H contains a cyclically reduced word then (G : H) < oo. This generalizes a well-known result of Karrass and Solitar. If H is a finitely generated subgroup of the free product with amalgamation G = A « v B such that every conjugate of tí meets A and B trivially and contains a cyclically reduced word then G has only finitely many (H, l/)-double cosets. Both theorems are proved by defining an action of G on a tree such that H acts freely.
1. Statement of results. The object of this note is to prove the following two theorems. Theorem 1. Let H be a subgroup of a free group G such that every conjugate of H contains a cyclically reduced word. If H is finitely generated then it has finite index in G.
Theorem 2. Let G = A * v B {free product of A and B amalgamating the common subgroup U) and let H be a subgroup of G such that every conjugate xHx ~ ' meets A and B trivially and contains a cyclically reduced word. If H is finitely generated then G has only finitely many {H, U)-double cosets.
In Theorem 1 we fix a free basis 5 of G and identify elements of G with reduced vords in the alphabet 5 u S~l. A reduced word w = sxs2 ■ ■ • sk (s,■ F 5 u S ~ ') is cyclically reduced if sk ¥= s^ ' and k > 1.
In Theorem 2 by a cyclically reduced word we mean an element w E G of the form w = a,6, • • • a"bn or w = bial ■ • ■ bnan where a¡ E A -U, b¡ E B -(/and n > 1.
Theorem 1 should be viewed as a generalization of the well-known result of A. Karrass and D. Solitar [2] : If H is a finitely generated subgroup of a free group G and H contains a non trivial normal subgroup of G then (C? : H) < oo. Indeed, if N is such a normal subgroup then xHx~l d N for all x and N contains a cyclically reduced word.
The following result follows immediately from Theorem 2. It suffices to remark that every element of G is conjugate to one of the following: an element of A, an element of B, or a cyclically reduced word.
2. Proof of Theorem 1. Let T = T(G, S) be the Cayley graph of G with respect to a free basis S of G. We refer to [1] or [3] for more details about this graph. T is a directed graph with vertex-set G and the edge-set G X (S U S ~ '). The origin of an edge (x, s) is x and its terminus is xs, where jESuS"1.
The opposite of an edge (x, s) is the edge (xs, s~x) and the orientation of T is prescribed by the set 6 X S as being the positive edges. T is an infinite tree and G acts on T freely via left multiplication.
Let H be a subgroup of G and let X = H \ T be the corresponding quotient graph. The vertices of X are the cosets Ha and the edges are the sets {(ha,s)\h &H} = {Ha,s)
where a E G,s E S ii S~l. This edge is positive if s G S.
A cycle in A' is a sequence of edges {Hax, s,),. . ., (Ha", s") such that Haksk = Hak+l and (Hak, sk) is not the opposite of (Hak+l, sk+i) for 1 < k < n (indices should be reduced modulo n). Now we can prove Theorem 1. Let T be a spanning tree of X. Since H acts freely on T, it is isomorphic to the fundamental group mx(X) of X. Using that H is finitely generated, we deduce that there are only finitely many edges of X outside T. Since (by Lemma 1) every vertex of X belongs to a cycle, it follows that X is finite. Thus (G : H) < oo. 3 . Proof of Theorem 2. Let T be the directed graph whose vertex-set is the disjoint union of G/A and G/B and with G/U as the set of positive edges. The origin of an edge all is the vertex aA and its terminus the vertex aB. The opposite of a positive edge aU will be denoted by aU.
The group G acts on T via left multiplications and preserves the orientation of T. Of course this action is not free because for instance, the subgroup A is the fixer of the vertex 1 • A.
Let H be a subgroup of G such that every conjugate xHx~l has trivial intersection with A and B. This condition is equivalent to the condition that the action of H on T be free. Let X = H \ T be the corresponding quotient graph. We may identify the vertices of X with the disjoint union of the sets of double cosets H \ G/A and H \ G/ B and the set of positive edges with H \ G/U. The origin of the positive edge HaU is HaA and its terminus is HaB. The opposite of the edge HaU we shall denote by HaU.
A cycle in X is a sequence of edges HxxU, Hy^U, ..., HxnU, HyJ/ such that HxkB = HykB, HykA = Hxk+lA, and HxkU =é HykU j-Hxk+xU for 1 < k < n (indices to be reduced modulo n).
Lemma 2. The following assertions are equivalent: (i) every edge of X belongs to a cycle;
(ii) every conjugate of H contains a cyclically reduced word.
Proof, (i) => (ii). Let x E G and choose a cycle
HXlU, HyxU,...,HxnU,Hy~Ü (2) such that xx = x. Since HxxB = HyxB we may assume that v, = xxbx with bx E B. Since HxxU =t HyxU = HxlblU we infer that bx E B -U. From HyxA = Hx2A we deduce that we may assume that x2 = yxax where ax E A. Since HyxU¥= Hx2U, we obtain that ax E A -U, x2 = xbxax. Continuing this argument, we obtain >>" = xbxax ■ • • an_xbn with a¡ E A -U, b¡ E B -U. Since Hy"A = HxxA we obtain x = hynan where h E H, a" E A. From HynU ^ HxxU we obtain that a" £ U. Hence we have w = x~xh~xx = bxax ■ ■ ■ b"an E x~xHx and w is cyclically reduced.
(ii) => (i). Let x E G and choose a cyclically reduced word w = bxax ■ ■ ■ b"a" in x~lHx (note that if a cyclically reduced word begins with an a then its inverse is also cyclically reduced and begins with a b).
Define xx = x, yk = xkbk (1 < k < n), xk+x = ykak (1 < k < « -1). Then (2) is a cycle in X containing the edge HxU. By replacing each edge in (2) by its opposite and reversing their order we obtain a cycle containing the edge HxU. Now we can prove Theorem 2. Since H acts freely on T we can identify H with the fundamental group irx{X) of X. Let T be a spanning tree of X. Since H is finitely generated, there exist only finitely many edges of X outside T. Since by Lemma 2 every edge of X belongs to a cycle, we deduce that X must be finite, i.e., there are only finitely many (H, i/)-double cosets in G.
